
Review of Assessment Outcome: Responsibilities of Stage 1 and Stage 2 Reviewers 

Review Stage / 
Reviewer 

Responsibilities (must be read in conjunction with UP15/1) 

 
 
 

1 
 

Unit Coordinator or 
Head of School, if 

former is unavailable 
 

(i) The unit coordinator must ensure receipt of the correct form (Form RAO Stage 1) and consider whether any irregularity in the marking standard or marking process has occurred which has 
affected the assessment outcome for a piece of work submitted by a student. 

 
If satisfied with the assessment process 
(ii) If the unit coordinator is satisfied that the process of assessment used to arrive at the disputed result was satisfactory, then confirm the original grade/mark given for the piece of assessment 

and provide the student with any additional feedback or explanation necessary to assist the student to understand how the assessment outcome was determined. 
(iii) The unit coordinator must inform the student in writing, via the course advising faculty student office (the office that would have originally referred the case to the unit coordinator), within 10 

University working days from receipt of the request for a Stage 1 review, of the outcome referred in (ii) and also advise the student of the next step in the review process. 
 
If not satisfied with the assessment process 
(iv) If the unit coordinator is not satisfied that the disputed result is fair in all the circumstances, then the unit coordinator must: 

a. first consult with the original assessor, if the coordinator is not the original assessor (that is, work originally assessed by tutors / sessional teachers) to ascertain the reasons why the 
mark was awarded; and  

b. ensure that appropriate action is taken as soon as possible to have the mark reviewed, or in exceptional circumstances, the piece of work reassessed. This may result either in a 
change to the grade / mark or an amendment to the grade/mark for the work reassessed. Any change in a Progress Status that arises from a change in mark must be made. 

(v) The unit coordinator must inform the student in writing, via the course advising faculty student office (the office that would have originally referred the case to the unit coordinator), within 10 
University working days from receipt of the request for a Stage 1 review, of the steps taken, the outcome referred in (iv) and the reasons for the outcome and, also advise the student of the 
next step in the review process. 

If the student is not satisfied with the outcome of the review by the original assessor, the student may request for a Stage 2 review. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 
 

Faculty Dean 
 

(i) The dean must ensure receipt of the correct form (Form RAO Stage 2), and consider whether the irregularity in marking standard or marking process in determining the outcome of an 
assessment has not been adequately dealt with in the Stage 1 review. 

 
If satisfied with the assessment process 
(ii) If the dean is satisfied that the process of assessment used to arrive at the disputed result was satisfactory, then confirm the original grade/mark given for the piece of assessment. 
(iii) The dean must inform the student in writing, via the course advising faculty student office (the office that would have originally referred the case to the unit coordinator), within 10 University 

working days from receipt of the request for a Stage 2 review, of the outcome referred in (ii) and also advise the student of the next step (which is to lodge an appeal to the University’s 
Appeals Committee). 

 
If not satisfied with the assessment process 
(iv) Where the dean is not satisfied that the process of assessment used to arrive at the disputed result was satisfactory, the dean takes whatever steps necessary to investigate whether an 

irregularity in marking standard or marking process has occurred. This may include: 
a. consultation with the original assessor to ascertain the reasons why the mark was awarded; and/or 
b. a request to re-assess the work by another assessor, if appropriate.  

(v) Where a piece of work is referred to an independent assessor(s), as indicated in (iv) (b), within or outside the University for re-assessment, the dean must: 
a. ensure that the assessor(s) have no connection with any of its staff or students, beyond professional acquaintance within the academic community, and to request the assessor(s), in 

submitting their assessment; 
b. provide the other assessor(s) with a copy of the piece of work from which the student’s name has been deleted but which indicates the mark awarded and preserves any comments 

made by the original assessor; 
c. where possible and practical provide to the other assessor(s), for the purposes of comparison copies of the same piece of work completed by two or more other students from which 

the students’ names have been deleted, but which indicate the marks awarded and preserve any comments made by the original assessor and, where possible, are sufficiently close 
to, but differentiated from the appellant’s mark as to provide a reasonable point of comparison; 

d. ensure that the appellant’s work is identified as such; 
e. where applicable, request the assessor(s) to (1) rank the pieces of work in order of relative merit; and (2) indicate whether the mark awarded to the appellant’s work was reasonable; 
f. ensure that the assessor(s) are aware of the expected standard of work and criteria against which this should be judged; and 
g. provide an explanation from the original marker as to why the mark was awarded. 

(vi) If after work has been reviewed, the Stage 2 Reviewer may either determine that no change to the student’s mark is warranted or may propose to change a student’s mark/grade. In either 
case, the Stage 2 Reviewer must give a brief explanation of the way in which the work was reviewed and the reasons for the recommended outcome. Any change in a Progress Status that 
arises from a change in mark must be made and recommended. 

(vii) The dean must inform the student in writing, via the course advising faculty student office (the office that would have originally referred the case to the unit coordinator), within 10 University 
working days from receipt of the request for a Stage 2 review, of the outcome referred in (vi) and also advise the student of the next step in the review process. 
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Review of Final Grade / Final Mark: Responsibilities of Stage 1 and Stage 2 Reviewers 

Review Stage / 
Reviewer 

Responsibilities (must be read in conjunction with UP15/1) 

 
 
 
 
 

1 
 

Unit Coordinator or 
Head of School, if 

former is unavailable 
 

(i) The unit coordinator must ensure receipt of the correct form (Form RFG Stage 1) and consider whether there are any procedural errors in the determination of the final grade or final mark for 
a unit. In particular, consider whether –  

a. there has been an error in the computation of final grade or final mark; or 
b. there has been an error in the application of scaling or any other adjustment mechanism in determining the final grade or final mark; or 
c. the final grade or final mark has not been determined in accordance with any published or agreed assessment mechanism 

 
If satisfied with the procedure(s) used 
(ii) If the unit coordinator is satisfied that the procedure(s) used to arrive at the disputed final mark or final grade was satisfactory, then confirm the original final grade/ final mark given for the 

unit. 
(iii) The unit coordinator must inform the student in writing, via the course advising faculty student office (the office that would have originally referred the case to the unit coordinator), within 10 

University working days from receipt of the request for a Stage 1 review, of the steps take, the outcome referred in (ii) and the reasons for the outcome and, also advise the student of the 
next step in the review process. 

 
If not satisfied with the procedure(s) used 
(iv) If the unit coordinator is not satisfied that the disputed result is fair in all the circumstances, then the unit coordinator must ensure that appropriate action is taken as soon as possible to have 

the final mark / final grade reviewed. This may result either in no change to the final grade / final mark OR an amendment to the final grade/ final mark for the unit. Any change in a Progress 
Status that arises from a change in the final mark for a unit must be made. 

(v) The unit coordinator must inform the student in writing, via the course advising faculty student office (the office that would have originally referred the case to the unit coordinator), within 10 
University working days from receipt of the request for a Stage 1 review, of the steps taken, the outcome of the review referred in (iv) and the reason for the outcome and, also advise the 
student of the next step available in the review process. 

(vi) The course advising faculty student office must ensure that Student Administration is immediately advised of any change to a student’s final mark or final grade for a unit. 
 
If the student is not satisfied with the outcome of the review by the original assessor, the student may request for a Stage 2 review. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

2 
 

Board of Examiners 
(BoE) 

 

(i) The BoE must ensure receipt of the correct form (Form RFG Stage 2), and consider whether any of the procedural errors in the determination of the final grade or final mark for a unit has 
not been adequately dealt with in the Stage 1 review. 

 
If satisfied with the procedure(s) used 
(ii) If the BoE is satisfied that the procedure used to arrive at the disputed result was satisfactory, then confirm the final grade/ final mark given for the unit. 
(iii) The BoE must inform the student in writing, via the course advising faculty student office (the office that would have originally referred the case to the unit coordinator), within 10 University 

working days from receipt of the request for a Stage 2 review, of the outcome referred in (ii) and also advise the student of the next step (which is to lodge an appeal to the University’s 
Appeals Committee). 

 
If not satisfied with the procedure(s) used 
(iv) Where the BoE is not satisfied that the procedure used to arrive at the disputed result was satisfactory, the BoE takes whatever steps necessary to establish whether –  

a. there has been an error in the computation of final grade or final mark; or 
b. there has been an error in the application of scaling or any other adjustment mechanism in determining the final grade or final mark; or 
c. the final grade or final mark has not been determined in accordance with any published or agreed assessment mechanism 

(v) If after the final mark / final grade has been reviewed, BoE may either determine that no change to the student’s final mark/ final grade is warranted OR may propose to change a student’s 
final mark/final grade. Any change in a Progress Status that arises from a change in final mark/ final grade must be made. 

(vi) The BoE must inform the student in writing, via the course advising faculty student office (the office that would have originally referred the case to the unit coordinator), within 10 University 
working days from receipt of the request for a Stage 2 review, of the steps taken, the outcome of the review referred in (iv) and the reason for the outcome and, also advise the student of 
the next step available. 

(vii) The course advising faculty student office must ensure that Student Administration is immediately advised of any change to a student’s final mark or final grade for a unit. 
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Review of Progress Status: Responsibilities of Stage 1 Reviewer 

Review Stage / 
Reviewer 

Responsibilities (must be read in conjunction with UP15/1) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1 
 

Relevant Board 
 

(i) The relevant board must ensure receipt of the correct form (Form RPS Stage 1) and consider whether  –  
a. the progress status has been assigned in accordance with the rules for the relevant course; or 
b. there are mitigating circumstances relating to the student’s unsatisfactory academic performance that have not been adequately taken into account 

 
 
If satisfied with the assigned progress status 
(ii) Confirm the progress status result, if the relevant board is satisfied that –  

a. the progress status has been assigned in accordance with relevant course rules; or 
b. the mitigating circumstances relating to the student’s unsatisfactory academic performance have been adequately taken into account. 

(iii) The relevant board must inform the student in writing, via the course advising faculty student office, within 10 University working days from receipt of the request for a review, of the steps 
take, the outcome referred in (ii) and the reasons for the outcome, and also advise the student of the next step in the review process. 

 
 
If not satisfied with the assigned progress status 
(iv) Consider amending the student’s progress status accordingly, if the relevant board is not satisfied that – 

a. the progress status has been assigned in accordance with relevant course rules; or 
b. the mitigating circumstances relating to the student’s unsatisfactory academic performance have been adequately taken into account. 

(v) The relevant board must inform the student in writing, via the course advising faculty student office, within 10 University working days from receipt of the request for a review, of the steps 
taken, the outcome of the review referred in (iv) and the reason for the outcome and, also advise the student of the next step available in the review process. 

(vi) The course advising faculty student office must ensure that Student Administration is immediately advised of any change to a student’s progress status result. 
 
If the student is not satisfied with the outcome of the review by the relevant board, the student may submit an appeal against the progress status result to the University’s Appeals Committee. 
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Review of Academic Decision: Responsibilities of Stage 1 and Stage 2 Reviewers 

Review Stage / 
Reviewer 

Responsibilities (must be read in conjunction with UP15/1) 

 
 
 
 

1 
 

Original Decision-
maker or the 
appropriate 

University Officer 
 

(i) The original decision-maker or appropriate University Officer must ensure receipt of the correct form (Form RAD Stage 1) and consider whether the decision –  
a. was in accordance with the relevant University Statute, regulation, rule or policy; and/ or 
b. was fair or reasonable (that is, logical and demonstrating sound judgement) 

 
If satisfied with the academic decision 
(ii) If the original decision-maker or appropriate University Officer is satisfied that the decision made was in accordance with relevant University legislative instruments and/or was fair or 

reasonable, then confirm the original decision as appropriate. 
(iii) The original decision-maker or appropriate University Officer must inform the student in writing, via the relevant office (that is, either the course advising faculty student office or central 

administration) within 10 University working days from receipt of the request for a Stage 1 review, of the steps taken, the outcome of the review referred in (ii) and the reason for the outcome 
and, also advise the student of the next step in the review process. 

 
If not satisfied with the academic decision 
(iv) If the original decision-maker or appropriate University Officer is not satisfied that the decision made was in accordance with relevant University legislative instruments and/or was fair or 

reasonable, then the original decision-maker or appropriate University Officer must take whatever action that is necessary as a result of any amendment to the original decision. 
(v) The original decision-maker or appropriate University Officer must inform the student in writing, via the relevant office (that is, either the course advising faculty student office or central 

administration), within 10 University working days from receipt of the request for a Stage 1 review, of the steps taken, the outcome of the review referred in (iv) and the reason for the 
outcome and, also advise the student of the next step available in the review process. 

 
If the student is not satisfied with the outcome of the review by the original assessor, the student may request for a Stage 2 review. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

2 
 

Senior Officer 
assigned by the 

ADVC and Registrar 
or nominee 

 

(i) The Senior Officer must ensure receipt of the correct form (Form RAD Stage 2), and consider whether the decision –  
a. was in accordance with the relevant University Statute, regulation, rule or policy; and/ or 
b. was fair or reasonable (that is, logical and demonstrating sound judgement) 

 
If satisfied with the academic decision 
(ii) If the Senior Officer is satisfied that the decision made was in accordance with relevant University legislative instruments and/or was fair or reasonable, then confirm the original decision as 

appropriate. 
(iii) The Senior Officer must inform the student in writing, via the Academic Secretary, within 10 University working days from receipt of the request for a Stage 2 review, of the outcome referred 

in (ii) and also advise the student of the next step (which is to lodge an appeal to the University’s Appeals Committee). 
 
If not satisfied with the academic decision 
(iv) Where the Senior Officer is not satisfied that not satisfied that the decision made was in accordance with relevant University legislative instruments and/or was fair or reasonable, the Senior 

Officer must take whatever action that is necessary as a result of any amendment to the original decision. 
(v) The Senior Officer must inform the student in writing, via the Academic Secretary, within 10 University working days from receipt of the request for a Stage 2 review, of the outcome referred 

in (iv) and also advise the student of the next step available (which is to lodge an appeal to the University’s Appeals Committee). 
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